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Ultimetal technical fabric has an outward 
facing metallic layer which not only reflects 

heat to give optimal interior solar protection, 
but also forms a barrier to heat in the room, 

preventing night-time/winter heat loss.  
the inward facing fabric layer filters up  
to 94% of natural light to control glare  

and give unrivalled transparency.

Ultimet blinds save money. the 
combination of their industry leading 
external solar reflectance and internal 

heat insualtion properties saves on  
air conditioning costs, whilst the 

control of natural light saves  
on lighting costs.
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HEAT LOSS PER M2 WITH GLASS AND ULTIMETAL COMBINED

improvement in heat Protection  
using ultimet Blinds

Prevents interior 
heat build up
Saves on air 
conditioning costs
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Reduction in heat Loss  
using ultimet Blinds
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